Special Flavour
TOUR CODE : CX 8HLG-B

Qing Cheng Si Jue , ZangQiang Flavor , Sichuan Flavor , Herbal cuisine , Local flavor ,
Yuanyang Steamboat

DAY 1
KUALA LUMPUR ~ HONG KONG ~ CHENGDU
Hotel : Serengeti Hotel / SML
Assemble at airport for your flight to Chengdu, the capital of Sichuan Province, also known as “the Country of Heaven” in China. Transfer to
hotel.
DAY 2
CHENGDU ~ MOXI TOWN
( B/L/D ) Hotel : Hailougou Chang Zhang Hotel / SML
Shangli Ancient town - Shangli Ancient town is Sichuan Historical and cultural town. 1982 was named Sichuan Province, "historical and
cultural towns." Here is the Red Army Long March north of the border, but also the old southern Silk Road. Luding Bridge - Luding Bridge is
Tiesuo Bridge, in Sichuan Luding Dadu River , according to legend Kangxi Emperor unified China, in order to strengthen the Sichuan-Tibet
region cultural and economic exchanges and approved the construction of this bridge, and in the bridge
DAY 3
HAILUOGOU
( B/L/D ) Hotel : Hailougou Chang Zhang Hotel / SML
Hailougou Scenic area (include tour car and cable car) - Hailuogou is located in Luding Town, Luding County, Sichuan Province, the east
slope of Gongga Mountain is the very high mountain in the eastern margin of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau. Hailuogou is located at the foot of
Gongga Xuefeng, known as the low altitude modern glaciers. Crystal of modern glaciers from the high-calendars of the valley diarrhea
down; huge ice cave, steep ice bridge, people such as into the myth of the Crystal Palace. Especially the unparalleled big ice waterfall, up to
more than 1000 meters, 1,100 meters wide, than the famous Huangguoshu waterfall more than ten times, magnificent extraordinary.
Hailuogou is Asia's most low-altitude modern glacier found, 2850 meters above sea level. Its large ice waterfall high 1080 meters, 0.5
meters wide -1100 meters, is China has found the highest ice waterfall.
DAY 4
MOXI TOWN ~ CHENGDU
( B/L/D )
Hotel : Holiday Inn Hotel / SML
Sichuan museum – Sichuan museum buiding by 1941, located in Sichuan country Huanhuaxi historical and cultural scenic area , Is the
largest comprehensive museum in the southwest, occupies an important position in the national public museum. Huanhuaxi Park –
Huanhuaxi Park is the core area of the cultural and cultural scenic spot of Huanhuaxi. It is located between the ring road and the Second
Ring Road in the southwest of Chengdu. It is located in the east of the Sichuan Provincial Museum, covering 32.32 hectares, with a total
investment of 1.2 Billion, is the largest so far in Chengdu. After that visit the Baoshutang
DAY 5
CHENGDU ~ E’MEISHAN
( B/L/D )
Hotel : Emeishan Day Inn Hotel / SML
Huanglongxi ancient town. Is a tourism industry as important , agriculture-based tourism town, Chengdu suburbs is a new tourist hotspot,
is based on tourism, business services, supplemented by tourism and tourism small towns. Leshan Giant Buddha (by boat) - This Buddha
was built during the Tang Dynasty. It is carved on Lingyun Hill, face that lies at the confluence of the Minjiang, Dadu and Qingyi rivers; facing
the Leshan city. At 71 meter tall, the statue depicts a seated Maitreya Buddha with his hands resting on his knees
DAY 6
E’MEISHAN ~ CHENGDU
( B/L/D )
Hotel : Holiday Inn Hotel / SML
Baoguo Temple - This temple is the most impressive temple in the area, making it the main place for Buddhist activities in the region.
Baoguo Temple was initially built in Ming Dynasty, and named it as Huizhong Hall at that time, Emperor Kangxi from Qing Dynasty inscribed
“Baoguosi” (Dedication Temple) on its gate board, hence the present name for the temple. Fuhu Temple (include buggy) - It is largest
temple in E’meishan. Once associated with the Taoist martial-arts master Zhang Sanfeng, today it is a Guanyin nunnery. This temple is
surrounded by forests and streams of pristine purity. Wide & Narrow Alley - is a leisure center for people to relax having some quality time
with friends in the mixed old and modern atmosphere. Inside those nicely restored old houses, there are restaurants, pubs, tea houses,
coffee shops and stores etc. After that visit the Silk Gallery and Rubber factory shop
DAY 7
CHENGDU
( B/L/D )
Hotel : Holiday Inn Hotel / SML
Chengdu Panda Base (include buggy) - Also know as Chengdu Panda Base, is a non-profit organization engaged in wildlife research, captive
breeding, conservation education and educational tourism. Chun Xi Road – Chun Xi Road is the Cheng Du very famous Commercial street
and also one of the most famous commercial streets in mainland China. After that visit the Jewelry shop
DAY 8
CHENGDU ~HONG KONG ~ KUALA LUMPUR
(B)
Jinli Street- Many visitors gather in this ancient street to relax, admire the traditional-style buildings. Transfer to Shuangliu International
Airport for flight back to Kuala Lumpur.

Optional Tour

A) RMB 180/person : E’meishan gongfu xiu
B) RMB 180/person : Foot Massage
C) RMB 180/person : Sichuan Opera “Face Changing” Performance
** Remark : Content of optional tour subject to change

** The Itinerary Are Subject To The Final Discretion Of The Local Land Operator / Tour Fare exclude Optional Tour **
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